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ABSTRACT: Nature often utilizes molecular oxygen for oxidation
reactions through monoxygenases and dioxygenases. In many of
these systems, a high-valent iron(IV)-oxo active species is found. In
recent years, evidence has accumulated of possible iron(IV)-imido
and iron(V)-nitrido intermediates in enzymatic catalysis, although
little is known about their activity. In this work, we report a detailed
combined kinetics and computational study on the difference in
reactivity and chemical properties of nonheme iron(IV)-oxo
compared with iron(IV)-tosylimido. We show here that iron(IV)-tosylimido complex is much more reactive with sulfides
than the corresponding iron(IV)-oxo complex; however, the reverse trend is obtained for hydrogen atom abstraction reactions.
The latter proceed with a relatively small kinetic isotope effect of kH/kD = 7 for the iron(IV)-tosylimido complex. Moreover, a
Hammett analysis of hydrogen atom abstraction from para-X-benzyl alcohol reveals a slope of close to zero for the iron(IV)-oxo,
whereas a strong negative slope is found for the iron(IV)-tosylimido complex. These studies implicate dramatic changes in the
reaction mechanisms and suggest a considerable charge transfer in the transition states. Density functional theory calculations
were performed to support the experiments and confirm an initial long-range electron transfer for the iron(IV)-tosylimido
complex with substrates, due to a substantially larger electron affinity compared with the iron(IV)-oxo species. As a consequence,
it also reacts more efficiently in electrophilic addition reactions such as those with sulfides. By contrast, the long-range electron
transfer for the iron(IV)-tosylimido complex results in a rate constant that is dependent on the π*xz → σ*z2 excitation energy,
which raises the hydrogen atom abstraction barrier above that found for the iron(IV)-oxo. On the other hand, sulfimidation has
much earlier electron transfer steps with respect to sulfoxidation. All data has been analyzed and rationalized with valence bond
models and thermochemical cycles. Our studies highlight the catalytic potential of iron(IV)-tosylimido complexes in chemistry
and biology.

■ INTRODUCTION

Monoxygenases and dioxygenases are common enzymes in
biology that utilize molecular oxygen usually on a transition
metal center that can be bound into either a heme or nonheme
environment.1,2 A well-studied class of monoxygenases are the
cytochromes P450 (P450s) that are found in all forms of life
and catalyze the regioselective and stereospecific hydroxylation
and epoxidation of substrates. These reactions have important
functions in biology that include the biosynthesis of hormones
in the liver, as well as the detoxification of metabolites and
xenobiotics, such as drug molecules, in the body.3 As such there
is interest in understanding their function and mechanism from
a pharmaceutical as well as biotechnological viewpoint. The
P450s form a high-valent iron(IV)-oxo heme cation radical
species in the catalytic cycle that is called compound I (Cpd I),4

which is a highly reactive oxidant that reacts with substrates

through aliphatic and aromatic hydroxylation, N-dealkylation,
and sulfoxidation reactions.5

Despite the fact that much research has been devoted to
P450 catalysis and synthetic model complexes there are still
major gaps in our understanding of its catalytic mechanism and
function. For instance, why does nature use molecular oxygen
in the catalytic cycle of P450 enzymes and not, for instance,
nitrogen, which is more abundant in the atmosphere?
Technically, an iron(IV)-imido (FeIVNR, R = alkyl) or
iron(V)-nitrido (FeVN) complex should be a stable
intermediate in P450 catalyzed reactions. Moreover, an
iron(IV)-imido or iron(V)-nitrido could be reactive in NR
group reactivity to substrates analogous to Cpd I. Indeed, over
the years several examples in P450 catalysis, for example, in
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aziridation and imidation reactions, have been reported that
include an iron(IV)-nitrido intermediate.6 For example, the
reaction of iron(III)-porphyrin complexes with N-tosylimino-
phenyliodinane (PhINTs) in the presence of olefins led to
efficient aziridination of the substrate. More recent work on the
amination of substrates by engineered P450BM3 enzymes gave
several examples of efficient nitrogen group transfer reactions.7

Despite being relatively rare in enzymology, actually in
inorganic chemistry there are many examples of high-valent
metal-imido and metal-nitrido complexes, where they have
been shown to be reactive in various processes.8 Bioinspired
P450 analogues have been developed to understand the
chemical and physical properties of the active species of P450
enzymes.9 In a number of these synthetic complexes an iron-
nitrido or iron-imido complex could be formed, spectroscopi-
cally characterized, and studied for reactivity with selected
substrates.10 In addition, studies have been reported on high-
valent ruthenium-nitrido porphyrin complexes, which were
shown to efficiently activate sp3 hybridized C−H bonds of
substrates.11

In more recent work, attention has shifted to nonheme iron
and ruthenium based nitrido and imido complexes. These
structures range from pentacoordinated to heptacoordinated
iron complexes and have been spectroscopically character-
ized.12 The studies showed that aliphatic substrates with a C−H
bond strength analogous to that of cyclohexane could be
activated efficiently. In addition to mononuclear iron and
ruthenium complexes, evidence of diiron(III,IV)-tosylimido
complexes has also been reported.13 Thus, Latour and co-
workers13 observed hydrogen atom abstraction and nitrene
transfer reactions by the diiron(III,IV)-tosylimido complex
efficiently, whereby the sulfimidation of para-substituted
thioanisoles was found to correlate linearly with the Hammett
constant in an electrophilic pathway.
The iron(IV)-tosylimido (NTs) complex, tosylimido = NTs,

with pentadentate N4Py ligand (N4Py = N,N-bis(2-pyridyl-
methyl)-N-bis(2-pyridyl) methylamine) was synthesized by
Klinker et al.14 and spectroscopically characterized with UV−
vis, NMR, EPR, EXAFS, and Mössbauer spectroscopies.
Because the analogous iron(IV)-oxo species is also known,
we used the opportunity to study the reactivity of [FeIV(O)-
(N4Py)]2+ (1) versus [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ (2), Figure 1,
against selected substrates.15 It is found that the iron(IV)-oxo
oxidant is more effective in hydrogen atom abstraction
reactions, but the iron(IV)-tosylimido species, surprisingly, is
seen to be much more reactive with sulfides. The intricate
details of the catalysts that are responsible for these reactivity

differences between 1 and 2 could not be established in detail
in our previous study; therefore, we decided to follow up our
original study with a broader substrate range, as well as a
comprehensive computational study on the reactivity of 1 and 2
with either sulfides (dimethylsulfide, DMS) or hydrogen
abstraction donors. We show here, for the first time, that
iron(IV)-oxo and iron(IV)-tosylimido have different valence
orbital shapes, which lead to differences in electron affinity
values that trigger reactivity changes.

■ METHODS
Materials. All chemicals were obtained at the best available purity

from Aldrich Chemical Co. and used as specified. Solvents were dried
according to published procedures and distilled under argon prior to
use.16 Iodosylbenzene (PhIO) and N-tosyliminophenyliodinane
(PhINTs) were prepared following literature procedures.17 Iron(II)
complex [FeII(N4Py)](CF3SO3)2 was prepared in a glovebox as
reported before.18 Iron(IV) complexes, [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ and
[FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+, were synthesized at ambient temperatures in
acetonitrile by reacting the corresponding iron(II) complex with PhIO
and PhINTs, respectively.14,19 The oxidants (1 and 2) were
characterized with UV−vis spectrophotometry and electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) methods that confirmed
their purity, see Figures S1 and S2 (Supporting Information).15,19b

Benzyl alcohol-d7 (C6D5CD2OH) was purchased from C/D/N
Isotopes Inc. (Pointe-Claire, Quebec, Canada).

Instrumentation. UV−vis spectra and kinetic measurements were
recorded on a Hewlett-Packard 8453 spectrophotometer equipped
with either a constant temperature circulating water bath or a liquid
nitrogen cryostat (Unisoku) with a temperature controller. High
resolution ESI-MS spectra of [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ and [FeIV(NTs)-
(N4Py)]2+ were recorded on a Waters (Micromass MS Technologies)
Q-TOF Premier mass spectrometer by infusing precooled (233 K)
samples directly into the source at 15 μL min−1 using a syringe pump.
The spray voltage was set at 2 kV, and the capillary temperature was
set at 80 °C. Product analysis was done using NMR (1H and 13C),
whereby the spectra were recorded with a Varian 400/100 MHz
spectrometer and LCMS with WATERS ACQUITY UPLC equipped
with a variable wavelength UV-200 detector.

Reactivity Studies. All reactions were run in a 10 mm path length
UV cuvette by monitoring the UV−vis spectral changes of reaction
solutions. Rate constants were determined by fitting the changes in
absorbance of the intermediates under study. Their values were
measured in triplicate and averaged, which gave a standard deviation of
less than 10% of the given values.

Computation. The studies presented in this work use density
functional theory (DFT) methods as implemented in the Jaguar 7.9
and Gaussian-09 program packages.20 Calculations were performed on
[FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ (1) and [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ (2) as shown in
Figure 1, and their reactivity patterns with 1,3-cyclohexadiene (CHD),
benzyl alcohol (BA), and dimethylsulfide (DMS) as model substrates
for hydrogen atom abstraction and sulfoxidation processes were
investigated. Although calculations have been reported on the reaction
mechanism of [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ with CHD and DMS,15 those
studies were based on gas-phase geometry optimizations and the effect
of solvent was only treated at the single point level. However, because
our chemical systems are multiply charged ions, we repeated all
studies, whereby full geometry optimizations were performed using a
solvent model (polarized continuum model) included that mimics an
acetonitrile solution.21

Because the spin state ordering of transition metal complexes
occasionally varies with the density functional method in the
calculations,22 we tested geometry optimizations with a range of
DFT functionals, but all methods converged to very similar spin state
orderings and relative energies. Initial studies utilized the unrestricted
hybrid density functional method UB3LYP23 in combination with a
double-ζ quality LACVP basis set on iron and 6-31G on the rest of the
atoms, basis set BS1.24 With UB3LYP/BS1, the full potential energy

Figure 1. Iron(IV)-oxo and iron(IV)-tosylimido complexes studied in
this work.
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landscape from reactants to products on all possible low-lying spin and
electronic states was investigated, and local minima and transition
states were characterized. Furthermore, intrinsic reaction coordinate
scans established the connectivity of the reactants with products via
transition states. An analytical frequency calculation at this level of
theory confirmed the structures as local minima (with real frequencies
only) or first-order saddle points with a single imaginary frequency for
the correct mode.
Subsequently all local minima and transition states were

reoptimized with a triple-ζ quality basis set that contains an
LACV3P+ basis set on iron coupled to 6-311+G* on the rest of the
atoms, BS2. To test the reliability of the density functional method, we
ran a series of single point calculations at the UB3LYP optimized
structures using B3LYP-D3,25 BP86,26 PBE0,27 and M06.28 These
studies did not change the spin state ordering (see Supporting
Information) and confirmed the reactivity patterns and the
conclusions drawn here.
Kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) were calculated using two models,

namely, the semiclassical Eyring model (KIEE) and the Wigner model
(KIEW), which includes tunneling corrections.

29 KIEs for the hydrogen
atom abstraction step of substrates were evaluated from the frequency
calculations, whereby the analytical frequencies of the reactants and
transition states were recalculated with one or more of the hydrogen
atoms of the substrate replaced by deuterium atoms. This led to a
change in free energy of activation (ΔG⧧) for the original substrate
versus that of the deuterium substituted one. The rate constant ratio
(kH/kD) is then equal to the Eyring KIE, KIEE, at a specific
temperature T (298 K) via eq 1. Further corrections for tunneling are
included in the Wigner KIE, KIEW, which multiplies the KIEE with the
tunneling correction QtH/QtD, eqs 2 and 3. In eqs 1−3, R is the gas
constant, h is Planck’s constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and ν is
the imaginary frequency in the transition state.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiment. The reactivity of high valent iron(IV)−oxo

complexes has been extensively studied over the past few
decades,2,9,31 but, by contrast, only very few studies have been
reported on its closely related iron(V)−nitrido (FeVN) or
the iron(IV)−imido (FeIVNR) species. The origin and
chemical details of the reaction mechanism of iron(IV)-oxo
compared with iron(IV)-imido with substrates are poorly
understood; therefore, we decided to do a comparative kinetics
study on the two complexes. Two of the most common

reaction mechanisms found for enzymatic iron(IV)-oxo
intermediates include hydrogen atom abstraction (HAT) and
heteroatom oxidation; therefore, we studied the reactivity of 1
and 2 with para-X-benzyl alcohol and fluorene as models for
HAT and para-X-thioanisole as models for heteroatom
oxidation.
Complexes 1 and 2 were generated in an acetonitrile solution

in situ, and subsequently substrate was added. Upon addition of
substrate to a solution of 1 and 2, the intermediates decayed by
pseudo-first-order kinetics and the d−d transitions were
monitored in the UV−vis spectrum (Figure 2a). The first-

order rate constants were then plotted as a function of substrate
concentration to obtain the second-order rate constants (k2) of
which we show the example for para-H-benzyl alcohol in Figure
2b. Table 1 summarizes the thus obtained second-order rate
constants for all substrates discussed here.
The second-order rate constant, k2, obtained for benzyl

alcohol at 25 °C was determined to be 1.48 × 10−2 M−1 s−1 for
[FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+, whereas a value of 8.20 × 10−2 M−1 s−1

was found for [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+. Therefore, the [FeIV(O)-
(N4Py)]2+ complex reacts with benzyl alcohol with rate

Figure 2. (a) UV−vis spectral changes of 2 (1 mM, blue line) upon
the addition of para-H-benzyl alcohol (150 equiv diluted in 50 μL of
CH3CN) at 298 K. Inset shows decay profile of 660 nm band. (b)
Second-order rate constants determined in the reactions of 1 mM of 1
(●) and 2 (■) in CH3CN solution against various concentrations of
benzyl alcohol at 298 K. (c) Plot of log(kX/kH) against σp values of
para-X-benzyl alcohol in reaction with 1 (●) and 2 (■) at 298 K. The
kX and kH are the second order rate constants of para-X-benzyl alcohol
at 298 K.
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constants that are almost six times larger than those found for
the [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ complex. Similar rate enhancements
were found for fluorene, for example, by 1 and 2.15 As such the
rate enhancement is not dependent on the HAT donor in these
cases and most likely proceeds via the same mechanism for
both oxidants.
To gain more insight into the details of the hydrogen atom

abstraction mechanism, we repeated the experiments with
benzyl alcohol-d7 (C6D5CD2OH) and give the comparative
second-order rate plots in Figure S6, Supporting Information.
These studies established a kinetic isotope effect (KIE) of 7.0,
which is relatively low for typical hydrogen atom abstraction
reactions but can still be considered as a rate determining HAT
step in the reaction mechanism. In the case of HAT of fluorene
by 1 and 2, also a KIE = 7 for the iron(IV)-tosylimido complex
was established, whereas a value of 30 was obtained for the
iron(IV)-oxo species. Clearly, there are fundamental differences
in reactivity between iron(IV)-oxo and iron(IV)-tosylimido that
lead to this dramatic lowering of the kinetic isotope effects. Our
studies, reported here, are in line with those reported on
hydrogen atom abstraction from benzyl alcohol by [FeIV(O)-
(N4Py)]2+, which also found a large KIE of 48 at 0 °C.32

To further understand the intrinsic details of the reaction
mechanism of benzyl alcohol with 1 and 2, we decided to study
para-substituted benzyl alcohols and create a Hammett plot, see
Figure 2c. Reaction of [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ with para-
substituted benzyl alcohol indicates that the reaction rates are
not greatly dependent on the para-substituent and whether it is
electron-withdrawing or electron-donating gives similar reac-
tion rates. When we plot the reaction rate as a function of σP of
the substituent, a small Hammett ρ value, approximately −0.1,
is found in agreement with the literature.32 This clearly
indicates that there is no substituent effect in the reaction of
[FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ with benzyl alcohol.
By contrast to the reaction of 1 with benzyl alcohol, the same

reaction with 2 gives a dramatic change in substituent effect
with a Hammett ρ value of approximately −1.71. This large
Hammett value indicates that during the hydrogen atom
abstraction from the substrate, there is a considerable amount
of positive charge built-up in the transition state. Most likely it
originates from additional stabilization of positive charge on the
substrate in the transition state by electron-donating groups in
the para-position of benzyl alcohol and thereby enhances the
overall rate of oxidation. The large Hammett value and low KIE
indicates that there is a large amount of charge transfer in the
rate-determining step.33

To unequivocally establish that the rate-determining step is
indeed one-electron transfer, we did a subsequent set of
experiments with cyclobutanol as mechanistic probe. It has
been shown previously that the oxidation of cyclobutanol

proceeds through either an initial one-electron or two-electron
transfer process, which leads to different products.32,34 Thus,
the one-electron transfer reaction is followed by ring-opening
of the substrate to give 4-hydroxybutyraldehyde products,
whereas the reaction initiated by a two-electron transfer results
in the formation of cyclobutanone products. In the oxidation of
cyclobutanol by 2, we observe 4-hydroxybutyraldehyde as the
major products; hence the reaction of 2 with aliphatic
substrates proceeds via a dominant radical pathway. By
contrast, cyclobutanol reacts with 1 to yield cyclobutanone
products after a specific C−H bond cleavage.32 This
observation is in agreement with our earlier observation for
the oxidation reaction of fluorene by 1 and 2, where the latter
gives 9,9′-bifluorene as the major product, while with the
former fluorenone was obtained.15

In addition to the HAT mechanism of 1 versus 2 with
selected substrates, we also investigated the sulfoxidation or
sulfimidation reaction with para-X-thioanisole substrates, X =
OCH3, CH3, H, and Cl.15 A plot of the logarithm of the rate
constant ratio kX/kH gave a linear correlation with the σP
Hammett parameter with a slope of −0.87 for 1 and −3.35 for
2, which implicated differences in reaction mechanism. This
was assigned as a possible group transfer for the reaction of
sulfides with [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ and electron transfer for the
reaction with [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+.

Computation. To gain further insight into the chemical
differences between 1 and 2 in hydrogen atom abstraction and
heteroatom transfer reactions, we decided to do a detailed
density functional theory (DFT) study. To this end, we
calculated the catalytic reaction mechanism of hydrogen atom
abstraction from 1,3-cyclohexadiene (CHD) and benzyl alcohol
(BA) by these oxidants as well as the reaction of 1 and 2 with
dimethylsulfide (DMS). Full details of the calculations and the
benchmarking of the computational methods are given in the
Supporting Information, while we focus on the major trends in
the paper here.
Before we discuss the substrate activation by 1 and 2, let us

first do an in-depth analysis of the reactant complexes with and
without substrate. Figure 3 displays optimized geometries of
[FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ (1) and [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ (2) in the
lowest lying singlet, triplet, and quintet spin states as obtained
after a geometry optimization in a polarized continuum model.
In both systems, the triplet spin state is the ground state by
more than 4 kcal mol−1 over the nearest singlet and quintet
spin states.
Optimized geometries of 1,3,51 are similar to structures

reported previously for gas-phase optimized structures and also
to analogous iron(IV)-oxo intermediates from the litera-
ture.35,36 Dramatic geometric differences are found between 1
and 2. In particular, the Fe−O distance is short, about 1.65−

Table 1. Second-Order Rate Constants for the Reaction of 1 and 2 with Selected Substrates

1 2

substrate k2 (M
−1 s−1) KIE Hammett (ρ) k2 (M

−1 s−1) KIE Hammett (ρ)

thioanisolea,b 5.00 × 10−2 −0.87 2.60 × 10−1 −3.35
fluoreneb,c 6.97 × 10−1 30 1.16 × 10−1 7
para-X-benzyl alcoholc

X = OCH3 8.8 × 10−2 5.6 × 10−2

X = CH3 8.5 × 10−2 3.2 × 10−2

X = H 8.20 × 10−2 48d −0.10 1.48 × 10−2 7 −1.71
X = Cl 7.8 × 10−2 7.8 × 10−3

aAt 273 K. bFrom ref 15. cAt 298 K. dFrom ref 32.
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1.66 Å in all spin states, typical for a double bond. By contrast,
much longer Fe−N bonds are found for structure 2 that range
from 1.763 Å for 32 to 1.844 Å for 12. Similar bond lengths
were obtained from a gas-phase geometry optimization.15

Despite these differences, structures 1 and 2 have the same

electronic configuration with orbital occupation of
π*xy

2π*xz
1π*yz

1 in the triplet spin state. However, the
interactions of the NTs group with the metal differs from
that of an oxo group with the metal, and as a result changes in
orbital energy levels, orbital ordering, and orbital stability is
found.
Figure 4 displays the orbital energy levels of the π*xy, π*xz,

π*yz, σ*z2 and σ*x2−y2 molecular orbitals of
31 and 32. The π*xy

orbital is the lowest in energy typical for hexacoordinated iron
complexes and its lobes are placed between the nitrogen atoms
of the N4Py ligand. However, because the pyridine ligands are
orthogonal to the four Fe−N axes, the equatorial nitrogen
atoms can still form bonding and antibonding overlap
interactions of 2px/2py orbitals with the 3dxy orbital on the
metal, and hence the π*xy orbital is higher in energy than in
corresponding porphyrin complexes.
The 3dxz and 3dyz atomic orbitals on Fe interact with a pair

of 2px/2py atomic orbitals on the oxo group and form a
degenerate pair of πxz/π*xz and πyz/π*yz molecular orbitals in 1.
In [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+, by contrast, the donating nitrogen
atom also binds the tosyl group, and as a consequence, the π*xz
and π*yz are not degenerate anymore. As seen in Figure 4, the
3dxz orbital on Fe interacts with the σSN bonding orbital along
the S−N bond to form the πxz/π*xz set of orbitals, whereas the

Figure 3. UB3LYP optimized geometries in a dielectric constant
mimicking acetonitrile of 1 and 2 with bond lengths in angstroms. The
distance between the iron and amide nitrogen atom is labelled as
rFeNax, whereas rFeNeq,average represents the average distance of the four
iron-pyridine interactions.

Figure 4. Orbital diagram of [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ (1) on the left-hand-side and [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ (2) on the right-hand-side. The energy levels
of the α- and β-set of molecular valence orbitals are given (with energies in au) of both complexes. Also shown are orbital drawings of the relevant
molecular orbitals.
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3dyz orbital pairs up with a lone pair (2py) on the nitrogen atom
to form πyz/π*yz.
Two virtual orbitals, σ*z2 and σ*x2−y2, complement the set of

valence orbitals in Figure 4. The σ*x2−y2 orbital is in the plane of
the N4Py ligand and is similar in shape and orbital energy in 1
and 2. The major orbital differences between 1 and 2 are found
along the Fe−O/Fe−N axis. Thus, the σ*z2 molecular orbital
for the antibonding interactions of the 3dz2 atomic orbital on Fe
with the 2pz orbital on O/N is affected strongly.
In 1, the σ*z2 orbital in [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ is the result of

the interaction of the 3dz2 orbital on iron with the 2pz atomic
orbital on oxygen. By contrast, the σ*z2 orbital in [FeIV(NTs)-
(N4Py)]2+ is built up from the 3dz2 orbital on iron with the 2py
orbital on nitrogen but also includes the 3pz orbital on sulfur.
These differences in molecular orbital interactions of the σ*z2
orbital in 1 and 2 affect the energy level dramatically and
change the ordering of σ*x2−y2 over σ*z2, whereby the latter is
lower in energy in 2. The changes in orbital energies affect the
HOMO−LUMO gaps, which are reduced in 2 with respect to 1
and thereby increase the electrophilicity of 2 as well. As such,
based on the orbital diagrams, differences in chemical reactivity
are expected between 1 and 2.
Hydrogen Atom Abstraction Mechanisms. We then

calculated the dehydrogenation of CHD by 1 and 2 with DFT
methods, as well as the hydrogen atom abstraction of benzyl
alcohol (Supporting Information). As an example of a typical
potential energy profile of C−H activation by iron(IV)-
tosylimido complexes, we display the dehydrogenation of
CHD by 1,3,52 in Figure 5. The reaction is stepwise with an

initial hydrogen atom abstraction via a transition state TSH1 to
form a radical intermediate IH. A second hydrogen atom
abstraction then via transition state TSH2 gives dehydrogenated
products, that is, benzene and water/H2NTs. The labels in
superscript refer to the spin multiplicity and the subscript label
to the reactant, that is, either 1 or 2. Thus, 3TSH1,1 is the initial
hydrogen atom abstraction transition state from CHD by 1 on
the triplet spin state surface.
Note that in the case of the iron(IV)-tosylimido system,

actually the reaction starts with an electron transfer from
substrate to oxidant prior to the hydrogen atom abstraction.
Therefore, we first estimated the electron transfer barrier for
reaction 6 using the Marcus equation described with eq 4
above. We estimate the electron transfer free energy of
activation (ΔGET

⧧ ) to be 3.4 kcal mol−1, and hence it is well
lower than the hydrogen atom abstraction barrier. Note that
long-range electron transfer of high-valent iron(IV)-oxo
complexes has been calculated before in the reaction of
[Fe(O)(BQEN)(NCCH3)]

3+, BQEN = N,N′-dimethyl-N,N′-
bis(8-quinolyl)ethane-1,2-diamine, in a reaction with ethyl-
benzene as well as in a reaction of Cpd I of P450 with an
arginine substrate.37

+ → + + Δ+ •+ G2 CHD [Fe (NTs)(N4Py)] CHD3 III
ET
(6)

The initial hydrogen atom abstraction barrier, TSH1, is rate
determining in all cases and leads to very stable intermediates
IH with large exothermicity. The lowest lying barrier, TSH1,2, is
on the triplet spin state surface with an energy of ΔE⧧ + ZPE =

Figure 5. Potential energy landscape of dehydrogenation of CHD by [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ with energies relative to isolated reactants in kcal mol−1.
Out of parentheses are given ΔE + ZPE values in solvent, whereas free energies with solvent and entropic and thermal corrections are given in
parentheses. Also shown are optimized geometries of TSH1,1 and TSH1,2 with bond lengths in angstroms and the imaginary frequency in wave
numbers.
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17.2 kcal mol−1. By contrast, the reaction of 31 with CHD has a
hydrogen atom abstraction barrier of 15.7 kcal mol−1 at the
same level of theory (Supporting Information, Table S31). A
change in enthalpy of 1.5 kcal mol−1 between the reaction of
CHD with 1 and of CHD with 2 leads to a rate enhancement of
about 11, which compares well with the one reported
experimentally of 6 for para-H benzyl alcohol (Table 1), as
well as with our previously reported reaction rates for CHD and
fluorene.15

Although the absolute error of DFT calculated barrier
heights is typically several kcal mol−1,38 actually extensive
reactivity trends showed that the error is mostly systematic.
Thus, for a series of oxygen atom transfer reactions from Cpd I
of P450 to substrates, a linear correlation was found with the
strength of the C−H bond broken (in the case of HAT) or the
ionization potential of the olefin (for epoxidation reactions)
with a standard deviation of less than 2 kcal mol−1.39

Furthermore, DFT calculations on the reaction of 4,2Cpd I
with trans-2-phenylmethylcyclopropane gave a mixture of
rearrangement and nonrearrangement pathways, which enabled
the calculation of product isotope effect.40 The calculated
product isotope effect of 1.11 was very close to the
experimental value of 1.14; hence DFT can calculate small
regioselectivity differences of a few kcal mol−1 with good
accuracy.
Past the transition state, TSH1,2, a spin crossing to a higher

spin state occurs to form IH,2 in the quintet spin state. In the
transition state, however, the triplet is well below the quintet
spin. With iron(IV)-oxo as an oxidant, the second hydrogen
atom abstraction has negligible barriers, but for [FeIV(NTs)-
(N4Py)]2+, significant barriers, for example, ΔE + ZPE = 13.9
kcal mol−1 for 5TSH2,2, are found. This will imply that the
radical intermediates have a finite lifetime during which
rearrangement processes may occur leading to side reactions
and byproducts.41

Geometrically, TSH1,1 is different from TSH1,2, although the
value of the imaginary frequency is of the same order of
magnitude. In particular, the N−H bond in TSH1,2 is rather long

with values well over 1.5 Å, whereas the O−H distance in
TSH1,1 is between 1.369 and 1.422 Å for the three spin states.
Optimized geometries of intermediates and products are in line
with previous studies on dehydrogenation processes by
iron(IV)-oxo and iron(IV)-tosylimido complexes.42,43

To understand the differences between TSH1,1 and TSH1,2, we
plot in Figure 6 the group spin densities of these transition
states as well as the reactant complexes. At first glance, the two
sets of spin densities for the transition states look very similar:
In the triplet spin state there is about 1.5 spin density on the
FeO/FeNTs group and considerable radical character on the
substrate. However, a careful look at the reactant complexes
RH1,1 and RH1,2 shows that the iron(IV)-tosylimido complex has
undergone an electron transfer upon approach of the substrate,
and 1,3,5RH1,2 all show a spin density of approximately 1 at the
CHD unit. This may affect the spin densities and charge
distributions in the transition states as well.
The group spin densities of the iron(IV)-oxo species in 1,3,51

and 1,3,5RH1,1 are very similar, and little spin density has
accumulated on the substrate moiety in RH1,1. Therefore,
approach of the substrate on the iron(IV)-oxo species has little
effect on the charge distributions, and in RH1,1 the oxidant is
still an iron(IV)-oxo species. A comparison of the group spin
densities of 1,3,52 and 1,3,5RH1,2, on the other hand, shows that an
electron transfer has occurred at relatively large distance and in
RH1,2 the metal is reduced and the substrate is a cation radical,
that is, [FeIII(NTs)(N4Py)]+···CHD+• rather than [FeIV(NTs)-
(N4Py)]2+···CHD. Hence the actual oxidant that performs the
hydrogen atom abstraction is the iron(III)-tosylimido species
rather than an iron(IV)-tosylimido species. Because exper-
imental rate constants were measured after addition of
substrate, this implies that we cannot use the reactant complex
RH1,2 as a comparison with experiment but have to use isolated
reactants instead. Clearly, the electron affinity of [FeIV(NTs)-
(N4Py)]2+ is large, and the electron transfer happens prior to
the substrate activation step. In recent work, we showed that
binding of Zn2+ to a manganese-porphyrinoid system resulted
in valence tautomerism and changes in electronic configuration

Figure 6. Group spin densities of RH1,1, TSH1,1, RH1,2, and TSH1,2 as obtained at UB3LYP/BS2 in a dielectric constant of 35.688.
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and consequently catalysis.44 The [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+

system, therefore, is another example of a catalyst where its
activity is strongly dependent on environmental variables.
Note that the spin densities on the quintet spin state surface

for RH1,2 and TSH1,2 implicate the ferromagnetic coupling of
three electrons on iron with one on the substrate rest group.
Previous studies on nonheme iron(IV)-oxo reactivity35,36 found
quintet spin states with five unpaired electrons on the iron(IV)-
oxo antiferromagnetically coupled to a radical on the substrate
rest group as the most stable radical intermediate. In these
systems, the hydrogen atom typically attacks from the top and
aligns itself with the Fe−O axis. In iron(IV)-tosylimido, this site
is blocked by the tosylimido group, and the substrate attacks
along an angle, thus stabilizing the π-pathway. We made
attempts to swap molecular orbitals and create alternative
quintet spin states with five unpaired electrons on the metal
antiferromagnetically coupled to a substrate radical for
transition states and intermediate complexes. However, all
these calculations failed and led to high energy structures only.
The group spin densities and, in particular, the differences

between RH1,1 and TSH1,1 and between RH,2 and TSH1,2 show
that in both cases between the reactant complex and the TS a
hydrogen atom abstraction takes place. The differences
between the two processes are that in the iron(IV)-tosylimido
already one electron had transferred upon formation of a long-
range complex R, thereby generating a triplet ground state with

π*xy
2π*xz

2π*xz
1πCHD

1 configuration representing a state corre-
sponding to [FeIII(NTs)(N4Py)]+···CHD+•. Therefore, the
subsequent hydrogen atom abstraction includes a second
electron to be transferred and the formation of a [FeII(NHTs)-
(N4Py)] intermediate. This complex then abstracts a proton to
form the product complex. The 3TSH1,2 structure, therefore, has
an electronic configuration closely resembling the product
complexes, where the aromaticity in the benzene group is
starting to form and an electron transfer from substrate into
σ*z2 takes place.
The singlet spin state reactant complex has the same

electronic configuration as 3RH1,2, and its transition state is very
close in energy to 3TSH1,2 and leads through an electron
transfer to the closed-shell singlet intermediate 1IH,2 with
configuration π*xy

2π*xz
2π*yz

2. The most stable intermediate,
however, is 5IH,2 with configuration π*xy

2π*xz
1π*yz

1σ*z2
1σ*x2−y2

1.
Scheme 1 summarizes the mechanisms that we obtained for
dehydrogenation of olefins, such as CHD, by 1 and 2. The σ*z2
orbital in 3TSH1,2 mixes strongly with a π-orbital on the
aromatic substrate and hence is strongly affected in shape and
energy level by the para-substituent on the ring. We can
anticipate a large Hammett effect upon changing the para-H
substituent by a more electron donating or withdrawing group.
The reaction mechanisms shown in Scheme 1 also explain

the Hammett plot for benzyl alcohol in Figure 2c. Thus, the
iron(IV)-oxo complex reacts with little charge accumulation on

Scheme 1. Reaction Mechanisms Established for Iron(IV)-oxo and Iron(IV)-tosylimido Complexes

Figure 7. Valence bond curve crossing diagrams for hydrogen atom abstraction from substrate by [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ (a) and [FeIII(NTs)(N4Py)]+

(b). Valence electrons are identified with a dot, and lines (straight or bent) in chemical structures refer to bonds.
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the substrate and hence has an almost zero Hammett ρ value.
By contrast, the iron(IV)-tosylimido complex starts the reaction
with an electron transfer and the formation of a substrate cation
radical. This large charge accumulation on the substrate has a
strong effect on the Hammett parameter and as a result a value
of ρ = −1.71 is obtained.
To further understand the intricate details of HAT reaction

mechanisms by [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ versus [FeIV(NTs)-
(N4Py)]2+, we did a valence bond (VB) and thermochemical
analysis on the basic chemical properties of oxidants and
substrates. Figure 7 displays the curve crossing diagrams of
hydrogen atom abstraction by the reactant complexes RH1,1 and
RH1,2. As discussed above, approach of CHD on an iron(IV)-
oxo species gives RH1,1 or [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+···CHD. How-
ever, when CHD approaches the [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+

complex instead, an electron transfer takes place to form
RH1,2 or [Fe

III(NTs)(N4Py)]+···CHD+•. Figure 7 reflects these
starting conditions and discusses the hydrogen atom
abstraction mechanism from the reactant complexes.
The valence bond (VB) curve crossing diagrams start at the

bottom left with the reactant complexes, that is, RH1,1 or RH1,2,
which have a reactant wave function ΨR1 and ΨR2, respectively.
We then consider the hydrogen atom abstraction leading to
intermediates IH1/IH2, which are described on the bottom right-
hand-side of the figure with product wave function ΨI1/ΨI2.
The crossing of the reactant and product wave functions leads
to an avoided crossing and a hydrogen atom abstraction barrier
with energy ΔEHAT

⧧ . Previously, it has been shown that ΔEHAT⧧

is proportional to a fraction of the excitation energy (G) for the
excitation from ΨR to ΨR* in the reactant geometry.45 In order
to understand the factors that determine the actual value of G

in the reaction of [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ and [FeIV(NTs)-
(N4Py)]2+ with CHD, we display the VB structures of the
ground and excited states corresponding to the ΨR and ΨR*
wave functions. Note that upon approach of the substrate to
[FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ an electron transfer has taken place;
therefore, we use [FeIII(NTs)(N4Py)]+···CHD+• as a reactant
configuration instead.
The iron(IV)-oxo complex has electronic configuration

πxz
2πyz

2π*xy
2π*xz

1π*yz
1 in a ground state triplet. The πxz/π*xz

and πyz/π*yz pair of orbitals are located along the Fe−O bond,
and the electrons in these orbitals are identified with dots, while
the π*xy electrons have been omitted from Figure 7 for clarity.
Hydrogen atom abstraction splits the πxz/π*xz pair of orbitals
back into atomic orbitals with two electrons in 3dxz and a single
electron in 2px. The latter electron pairs up with the electron of
the incoming hydrogen atom to form a σOH bond.
A comparison between the VB structures representing ΨR1

and ΨR1* should give information on the components that
affect the excitation energy and consequently the hydrogen
atom abstraction barrier. The difference between the two VB
structures highlights the breaking of the C−H bond of the
substrate, the formation of the O−H bond, and the
dehybridization of the πxz/π*xz pair of orbitals. The excitation
energy, GHAT,FeO, therefore, includes the energy to break the
C−H bond of the substrate, that is, BDECH, the energy to form
an O−H bond, that is, BDEOH, and finally the energy to split
the πxz/π*xz pair of molecular orbitals into atomic orbitals, Exz,
eq 7.

= + −G E BDE BDExzHAT,FeO CH OH (7)

Figure 8. Thermochemical cycles for electron and hydrogen atom transfer from [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ (a), [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ (b), and
cyclohexadiene (c). All data obtained after a UB3LYP/BS2//UB3LYP/BS1 calculation in a dielectric constant. Data out of parentheses are ΔE +
ZPE values in solvent, whereas free energies are in parentheses.
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The situation is radically different for the reaction of
[FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ with CHD, where prior to the formation
of the reactant complex an electron transfer has taken place.
Figure 7b, therefore, starts bottom left with the [FeIII(NTs)-
(N4Py)]+ in close approach with CHD cation radical. The
reactant wave function for this system is 3dxz

22px
2πyz

2π*xy
2π*yz

1.
In the hydrogen atom abstraction, the C−H bond of the
substrate (CHD+•) is broken, which will cost BDECH+. Note
that with the iron(IV)-oxo species a hydrogen atom abstraction
is from CHD, whereas with the iron(III)-tosylimido group it is
from CHD+•. The values of BDECH and BDECH+ are different,
vide inf ra.
The hydrogen atom attacks the 2px orbital and forms a new

σNH bond; however, since there are three electrons in the
interaction, one of those is promoted into the σ*z2 orbital, and
therefore the bond formation energy is equal to the energy to
form the N−H bond, that is, BDENH, plus the excitation energy
from 2px to σ*z2, Eex. In addition, the radical left behind on the
carbon atom, which originally bound the hydrogen atom
conjugates with the remaining electrons of the CHD+• π-
system with energy Eπ, eq 8.

= + + −π +G E E BDE BDEHAT,FeNTs ex CH NH (8)

To get a feeling for the magnitude of GHAT,FeO versus
GHAT,FeNTs, we calculated the various bond dissociation energies
(BDEs) and ionization energies (IEs) as summarized in the
thermochemical cycles in Figure 8. We calculate values ΔE +
ZPE of 68.7 kcal mol−1 for BDECH and 96.9 kcal mol−1 for
BDEOH. The value of Exz in eq 7 is estimated from the energy
gap between the πxz and π*xz α-orbitals in

3[FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+

for which we find 76.7 kcal mol−1. Therefore, GHAT,FeO is
estimated to have a value of 48.5 kcal mol−1. Generally, the

barrier height is about one-third of the height of the excitation
energy G,46 which in our case would lead to a VB predicted
barrier height of ΔE⧧

HAT,FeO = 16.2 kcal mol−1 for the reaction
between 1 and CHD. The VB predicted barrier matches the
DFT calculated one of 15.7 kcal mol−1 (Supporting
Information, Table S31) perfectly.
Using a similar approach, we estimate the excitation energy

GHAT,FeNTs: the bond energy of the C−H bond in CHD+• is
BDECH+ = 42.2 kcal mol−1, whereas the N−H bond formation
energy between [FeIII(NTs)(N4Py)]+ and a hydrogen atom is
BDENH = 96.9 kcal mol−1 (Figure 8).
The 2px → σ*z2 excitation energy is taken from the difference

in energy of these orbitals in [FeIII(NTs)(N4Py)]+ and
estimated to be 72.9 kcal mol−1. The π-conjugation energy of
olefins was previously reported to be about 32 kcal mol−1.47 As
such, a value of GHAT,FeNTs = 50.2 kcal mol−1 is predicted from
VB theory. A fraction of one-third of this value would give a
ΔEHAT,FeNTs

⧧ = 16.7 kcal mol−1 again in good agreement with
the DFT calculations reported in Figure 5. Furthermore, the
VB estimated barriers reproduce the experimentally observed
and DFT calculated ordering.
In conclusion, the VB curve crossing diagrams predict the

iron(IV)-oxo species to be more reactive with CHD than the
corresponding iron(III)-tosylimido system, because of a large
contribution to the excitation energy for 2px to σ*z2 promotion.
Even though the driving force of the reaction for [FeIII(NTs)-
(N4Py)]+ with CHD+• is larger than the one for [FeIV(O)-
(N4Py)]2+ with CHD as also follows from the differences in
BDE values.
The data in Figure 8 also shows that the electron affinity of 2

is considerably larger than that of 1 by about 20 kcal mol−1. As

Figure 9. Potential energy landscape of dehydrogenation of CHD by [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ with energies relative to isolated reactants in kcal mol−1.
Out of parentheses are given ΔE + ZPE values in solvent, whereas free energies with solvent and entropic and thermal corrections are given in
parentheses. Also shown are optimized geometries of TSSO,1 and TSSO,2 with bond lengths in angstroms and the imaginary frequency in wave
numbers.
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a result of this, the electron transfer reaction of 1 with CHD is
endergonic, whereas it is exergonic with 2, eqs 9 and 10.

+ → +

Δ =

+ +•

−G

1 CHD [Fe (O)(N4Py)] CHD

15.8 kcal mol

III

1 (9)

+ → +

Δ = −

+ +•

−G

2 CHD [Fe (NTs)(N4Py)] CHD

4.1 kcal mol

III

1 (10)

Indeed, a geometry optimization of the reactant complexes
RH1,1 and RH1,2 shows that the iron(IV)-tosylimido group is
reduced to an iron(III) species, whereas no electron transfer
has occurred for the iron(IV)-oxo intermediate. As a
consequence, the hydrogen atom abstraction in TSH1,1 is
from CHD, whereas it is from CHD+• in TSH1,2. The C−H
bond strength in CHD+• is considerably weaker than that in
CHD by ΔG = 24.7 kcal mol−1, which should lower the barrier
as well.
In order to find out whether the thermodynamics and

kinetics of eq 10 is affected by the tosyl group bound to the
iron(IV)-imido, we decided to calculate the same reaction for
[FeIV(NCH3)(N4Py)]

2+ and [FeIV(NC6H5)(N4Py)]
2+ as pos-

sible oxidants. We find free energy values (ΔG with solvent
corrections) for eq 10 of 25.1 kcal mol−1 for [FeIV(NCH3)-
(N4Py)]2+ and 20.1 kcal mol−1 for [FeIV(NC6H5)(N4Py)]

2+.
Consequently, the tosylimido group is strongly electron-
withdrawing and enables a long-range electron transfer, while
this is not possible with the alternative [FeIV(NCH3)(N4Py)]

2+

and [FeIV(NC6H5)(N4Py)]
2+ complexes.

A HAT reaction of a substrate with 1 or 2 will lead to radical
intermediates I with a reaction (free) energy equal to the
difference in BDECH and BDENH/BDEOH. Moreover, often the
natural logarithm of the rate constant for HAT also is
proportional to either BDECH or BDEOH as seen in several
examples of metal-oxo complexes.48 Technically, however, the
BDEOH value essentially represents an electron and a proton
transfer, which do not necessarily transfer to the same place.
The BDEOH is described in eq 11 into individual components
for the electron affinity (EA), the acidity of the hydroxo group
(ΔGacid), and the ionization energy of an isolated hydrogen
atom (IEH).

49

= − − Δ −GBDE EA IEOH acid H (11)

The ionization energy of a hydrogen atom is 13.598 eV,50

and together with our reported values of BDEOH/BDENH and
EA from Figure 8, we calculate a ΔGacid = 211.8 kcal mol−1 for
[FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+, whereas values of 262.1 and 343.5 kcal
mol−1 are found for [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ and [FeIII(NTs)-
(N4Py)]2+. Thus, based on the acidity values, one would expect
the iron(IV)-tosylimido and iron(III)-tosylimido complexes to
be much better oxidants of HAT reactions. Indeed, the DFT
calculated reaction energy for the HAT reaction is well larger
for 2 than it is for 1 in agreement with the relative acidity
values. The fact that the barrier heights do not follow this trend
is due to stereochemical interactions of the approaching
substrate with the bulky tosylimido group. The iron(IV)-oxo
group, on the other hand, experiences very little stereochemical
interactions with the approaching substrate.

Sulfoxidation Mechanisms. Subsequently, we investigated
the sulfoxidation and sulfimidation of dimethylsulfide (DMS)
by 1 and 2, respectively, and the calculated potential energy
profile for [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ is given in Figure 9, as well as
the rate determining transition states for all systems calculated.
The collision of DMS with oxidant leads to the formation of a
reactant complex RSO, and heteroatom oxidation proceeds via
barrier TSSO to form the product complexes PSO. In both sets of
calculations, the substrate approaches the oxidant from the side
and reacts in a concerted pathway by insertion of the sulfide
into the O/N system. Optimized geometries of the transition
states give an FeN−SMe2 distance that is only slightly longer
than the FeO−SMe2 distance, and in both cases it is longer in
the quintet than in the triplet spin state.
The imaginary frequencies found for the TSSO barriers are

significantly lower than the ones reported above for the
hydrogen atom abstraction barriers because heavier atoms are
involved in the motion. The geometries and imaginary
frequencies are in good agreement with previous substrate
sulfoxidation transition states from the literature.51

In both chemical systems, the product complexes are most
stable in the quintet spin state, whereas reactants (1 and 2)
have a triplet spin ground state. This indicates that a spin
crossover from triplet to quintet will need to take place on the
potential energy surface during the course of the reaction. In

Figure 10. Valence bond curve crossing diagrams for sulfoxidation/sulfimidation from substrate by [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ (a) and
[FeIII(NTs)(N4Py)]+ (b). Valence electrons are identified with a dot, and lines (straight or bent) in chemical structures refer to bonds.
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the sulfimidation reaction, the quintet spin transition state is
well below the triplet in energy (ΔG⧧ = 17.7 kcal mol−1 for
5TSSO,2 and ΔG⧧ = 44.9 kcal mol−1 for 3TSSO,2), and
consequently the spin state crossing happens well before the
sulfimidation barrier.
The opposite is found for the reaction starting with the

iron(IV)-oxo species, where 3TSSO,1 is lower in energy than
5TSSO,1. Furthermore, the absolute value of the barrier height
for sulfoxidation is well higher than the sulfimidation reaction.
Therefore, DFT predicts dimethylsulfide to react faster with
[FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ than with [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ in agree-
ment with experimental observation (compare with Table 1).
Note that in the corresponding reactant complexes (RSO,1

and RSO,2) no charge transfer has occurred from substrate to
oxidant in contrast to the results described in Figure 6 for RH,2.
This implies that the reactivities of 1 as well as the sulfimination
by 2 start from an iron(IV) species, whereas the reaction of
hydrogen atom abstraction by 2 is performed by its reduced
species, that is, [FeIII(NTs)(N4Py)]+, and ionized CHD.
Because of this difference the reactivity pattern has changed.
To further understand the heteroatom oxidation mechanism

by 1 and 2 and to find the origin of the reactivity differences, we
developed the corresponding VB curve crossing diagrams
(Figure 10). These diagrams are similar to those reported above
for the HAT processes but now connect the reactant wave
function (3ΨR) with the product wave function (5ΨP) directly
in a concerted reaction step. The sulfoxidation by iron(IV)-oxo
complexes follows a VB diagram as reported before,45c,52

whereby essentially a single electron transfer in the transition
state for S−O bond formation occurs.
One of the electrons from one of the lone-pairs of the DMS

substrate is transferred to the iron (into the σ*z2 orbital), and a
new S−O bond is formed between the singly occupied orbital
on S with the singly occupied 2px orbital on oxygen. The
corresponding promotion gap for the sulfoxidation of DMS by
1 will, therefore, be proportional to the ionization potential of
DMS (IEDMS) as well as the electron affinity of 1 (EAFeO).
Indeed previous studies on trends in substrate sulfoxidation by
iron(IV)-oxo complexes showed a linear correlation between
the barrier height (TSSO) and the IE of the substrate.51c

In the case of the reaction of DMS with 2, the orbital
occupation and group spin densities in the transition state
implicate a double electron transfer and the formation of an
electronic state that resembles the product complex. Thus, the
double electron transfer with 2 occurs early on the potential
energy surface and both electrons are transferred in the TS,
while with 1 only one electron has moved yet in TSSO. Because
of this, the barrier height according to the VB curve crossing
diagram will be dependent on the second ionization potential of
DMS (IE2DMS) for the removal of two electrons (from both
lone pairs on sulfur) from DMS. At the same time, the oxidant
accepts two electrons (into σ*x2−y2 and σ*z2), and hence the
double electron affinity (EA2FeNTs) will determine the barrier
height. The free energy (ΔGsolv) for conversion of [FeIV(NTs)-
(N4Py)]2+ into [FeIII(NTs)(N4Py)]+ is 137.4 kcal mol−1 and
the subsequent electron abstraction another 92.7 kcal mol−1

(Figure 8).
By contrast, the first electron affinity for [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+

is 117.6 kcal mol−1, and the addition of a second electron is
74.8 kcal mol−1. Consequently, the two electron abstraction by
2 is 37.7 kcal mol−1 more favorable than that by 1, which makes
the two-electron transfer process for the heteroatom oxidation
thermochemically favorable for the [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+

complex, and as a result TSSO,1 is higher in energy than
TSSO,2. Therefore, the iron(IV)-tosylimido complex will react
with higher rate constants with sulfides than the corresponding
iron(IV)-oxo complex.
The DFT and VB analyses, therefore, highlight the

differences in chemical properties of [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+

versus [FeIV(O)(N4Py)]2+ that enable differences in reactivity
patterns.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A combined kinetics and computational study is presented on
the relative oxidative power of iron(IV)-oxo and iron(IV)-
tosylimido. The experimental studies show that the iron(IV)-
tosylimido reacts faster in heteroatom oxidation reactions, such
as sulfimidation, compared with the iron(IV)-oxo species.
However, the opposite trend is found for HAT reactions from,
for example, para-X-benzyl alcohol and fluorene. Subsequent
DFT calculations confirmed the experimentally observed trends
and gave smaller barriers for HAT by iron(IV)-oxo complexes
relative to iron(IV)-imido, whereas the reverse trend is found
for heteroatom transfer. The origin of the rate reversal was
investigated through a thermochemical analysis of the bond
breaking and electron transfer processes. It was found that the
electron affinity of [FeIV(NTs)(N4Py)]2+ is so high that it
accepts electrons from HAT substrates at a large distance,
which was due to differences in orbital interactions compared
with the iron(IV)-oxo species. As a result of that, the actual
HAT is performed by its reduced species, that is, [FeIII(NTs)-
(N4Py)]+, which is catalytically much less potent than an
iron(IV)-oxo species. On the other hand, heteroatom transfer
reactions do not start with a long-range electron transfer but
proceed via a rate determining group transfer, whereby two-
electrons are transferred to the iron(IV)-imido, whereas only
one electron is transferred yet at the same point along the
potential energy profile in the reaction with the iron(IV)-oxo
complex. A thermochemical and valence bond analysis has
identified the key components that drive the reaction
mechanism and cause a reactivity preference switch from
preferred heteroatom transfer for iron(IV)-tosylimido to
hydrogen atom transfer for iron(IV)-oxo.
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